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ABSTRACT
We have imaged the nucleus of NGC 205 through the F555W and F160BW illters of WFPC2 on the
high-resolution planetary camera (PC). The nucleus consists of a resolved cluster of stars extending
7" X 6".
The projected radial distribution of surface brightness can be fitted by a Hubble law with a small core
of FWHM 214 x 190 mas (0.74 x 0.66 pc). We find that the nucleus of NGC 205 shares a number of
characteristics with globular clusters. Absolute photometry is also presented in a half-arcsec aperture and
is found to verify the amount of UV upturn observed in the spectral energy distribution of the nucleus
by others (e.g., Bertola et al. 1995).
Of the hypotheses available to explain the origin of the nucleus, the observations are most consistent
with its being an intermediate age cluster. The most likely scenarios are that it is a either a star cluster
whose orbit has decayed-therefore drawing it to rest at the galaxy center-or a cluster that has formed
as the repository of the gas from generations of star formation.
Together with the ground-based measurement of a low-velocity dispersion, the small core radius
implies a 107 yr relaxation time, suggesting the cluster core may have collapsed. An upper limit of
9 x 104 M 0 can be put on the mass of any central black hole.
Subject headings: galaxies: individual (NGC 205) - galaxies: nuclei - galaxies: stellar content ultraviolet: stars
NGC 205 is a dwarfelliptical 11 companion ofM31. With
HST, M31 and its companions offer us a unique opportunity to study galaxy nuclei at high spatial resolution
(Lauer et al. 1992, 1993). The star formation history of the
galaxy, the prototype of dwarf ellipticals with young stars, is
described by Gallagher & Mould (1981) and Hodge (1989).
The kinematics of the central region are discussed by Held
et al. (1990) and the spectrum of the nucleus by Da Costa &
Mould (1988).
Bertola et al. (1995) have observed NGC 205 with the
FOC, but in the process of measuring the far-ultraviolet flux
they had to modify the FOC calibration. Far-UV measurements with WFPC2 have the advantage of Woods filter
protectipn against red leak. We can therefore verify the
FUV/visible flux ratio ofthe nucleus ofNGC 205. We also
examine the structure of the nucleus, which is imaged on the
PC chip.

1. INTRODUCTION

The nuclei of galaxies remain an area of intense interest,
both structurally and as regards the stellar population of
which nuclei are composed. The structure and kinematics of
galactic nuclei have recently been reviewed by Kormendy &
Richstone (1995). In dwarf elliptical galaxies, the presence of
nuclei is a common, but not universal, phenomenon. For
instance, Binggeli, Sandage, & Tammann (1985) have found
that a large fraction of early type dwarfs (dE and dSO types)
in the Virgo Cluster contain an unresolved, starlike central
nucleus. Furthermore, the frequency of nucleation is found
to decline with decreasing luminosity (Sandage, Binggeli, &
Tammann 1985).
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2. OBSERVATIONS AND PHOTOMETRY REDUCTION

Two images of the nucleus ofNGC 205 were obtained on
1994 September 4 using the PC1 chip of WFPC2: one
through the F555W illter (10 s exposure; see Fig. 1) and the
other through F160BW (1200 s exposure; see Fig. 2). Bias
subtraction, flat-fielding, and cosmic-ray removal were per-

11 Kormendy (1985) has pointed out that NGC 205 occupies the fundamental plane parameter space for disk rather than elliptical galaxies.
This being the case, galaxies such as NGC 205 are frequently described as
dwarf spheroidals as a means of distinguishing from true low-luminosity
ellipticals.
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FIG. 1.-Two versions of the same image of the NGC 205 nucleus under different degrees of stretch to show the (a) outlying and (b) innermost structure. The image was taken through the F555W filter
~ with PC! of WFPC2 and is 100 x 100 pixels (4':55 x 4~55 = 15.68 x 15.68 pc). Here north is 168° clockwise and the semimajor axis is go clockwise from the positive x-axis. The image has not been
~ d~nvolved with the PSF.
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FIG. 2.-Image of the nuclear region of NGC 205 taken with PC1 of the WFPC2 through the F160BW filter. The frame is 100 x 100 pixels
(4':55 x 4':55 = 15.68 x 15.68 pc). In this figure, north is 168° clockwise and the semimajor axis is go clockwise from the positive x-axis. The image has not
been deconvolved with the PSF.

formed according to the prescriptions of Holtzman et al.
(1995b). The characteristics of the F160WB filter are
detailed in Watson et al. (1994), and a full description of
WFPC2 can be found in both Trauger et al. (1994) and the
instrument handbook (Burrows 1994).
Aperture photometry was performed on each image
using a radius r = 6 pixels ( = 0':273). This was chosen as a
compromise between having an aperture sufficiently large
to minimize uncertainties due to centroiding but small
enough to keep the background noise negligible. Because of
the intrinsically low flux of the nucleus through F160BW,
accurate aperture centroiding on the nucleus was done from
the F555W image. Comparisons between F555W and
F160BW images of the globular cluster NGC 7099 taken
using PC1, reveal shifts in star centroids of less than "'2
pixels between frames. We then determined that for a 6 pixel
radius aperture, the uncertainty in magnitude due to shifts
in centroid less than 2 pixels is 0.03 mag in both frames.
This is also comparable to the magnitude uncertainty due
to the photon sky noise for an aperture of the same size.

2.1. F555W Photometry Calibration
Calibration of the F555W photometry was done by combining the equation for calibrating WFPC2 photometry
with the STScl magnitude system (Holtzman et al. 1995a},

with that for converting observed WFPC2 count rates into
units ofSTMAG:
STMAG = -2.5 log [counts (DN/s)]

+ ZsTMAG + 2.5 log GR;, (2)
as described in§ 5.2 of Holtzman et al. (1995a). Here ZsTMAG
is a filter-dependent magnitude offset and F '- is the absolute
flux from the source (which is assumed to be constant across
the filter). GR; is a quantity used by Holtzman et al. (1995a)
to characterize the gain of the CCD.
Upon equating (1) and (2) we obtain the conversion from
counts to flux

F =counts (DN/s) x 10 _ 0 _4 (zSTMAo+ 2 t. 1>
'-

GR.

'

'

( 3)

which for the F555W filter becomes
_counts (DN/s)
F 555G
R;

X

(7 67
0

X

10 _ 18)
0

(4)

Here GR; = 1 (for the 14 e- /DN gain state; Holtzman et al.
1995a) and we have used the value of ZsTMAG for F555W
from Table 9 of Holtzman et al. (1995a). Once the flux is
calibrated (in units of ergs em- 2 s- 1 A- 1), it can be used to
yield an apparent magnitude m'- in the WFPC2 system. We
@XWrMicanA~t¥wrlCD\ic~Society • ~ovid~ t}ylltfi~ NWSiXi~Sl'F~iJiijJs{~~~~¥11 ~~Wiation (7)
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of Holtzman et al. (1995a) to get

mA = -2.5log FA+ (Z.yn- ZSTMAG- 21.1).

(5)

Values of Zsyn are also listed in Table 9 of Holtzman et al.
(1995a) from which we find a zero point of (Z.yn - ZSTMAG
- 21.1) = -21.07 for my. The results of the F555W calibration are presented in§ 2.3.
2.2. F160BW Photometry Calibration
We derived our own calibration for the F160BW photometry from the fundamental equation describing photon
detection,

(6)
where QA and T;. are the overall system and filter responses,
respectively, N 1 is the total number of photons per second,
A is the collecting area of the telescope, and F Jhv is the
photon flux (photons s - 1 em- 2 nm - 1 ). This was necessary,
since the stellar models used in Holtzman et al. (1995a) are
not a good match to the spectral energy distribution (SED)
of the NGC 205 nucleus compiled by Bertola et al. (1995)
and reproduced in Figure 3. When equation (6) is combined
with equation (10) of Holtzman et al. (1995b), the flux calibration scaling factor F Ao can be found according to

A f'Xl FA
F J.o = Fl.1·err)[ 14 Jo hv QAT;. dA.

J-

1

(7)

'

where the factor of 14 accounts for the CCD gain (14 DN/e).
Here F i Aerr) is the flux at the effective wavelength Aerr of
F160BW, defined by

A.

_J~(FJhv)QATAA.dA.
err- J~ (F Jhv)QA T;.dA.

(8)

Taking FA from the NGC 205 SED used by Bertola et al.
(1995) we evaluated A.err for the F160BW filter using QA data
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from J. Holtzman (1995) and the T;. data of Burrows (1994).
The resulting effective wavelength (A.err = 156 nm) was used
then to find the F A(A.err) value of the Bertola et al. (1995)
SED and thus determine FAo ( = 1.18 x 10- 14 erg cm- 2 s- 1
A- 1) using equation (7). FAo was used consequently to calibrate our photometry through
F16o

= FAo

counts (DN/s)
x

GR.

•

.

Here GR; = 1.987, which is the value for the PC1 chip when
read through bay 4 ofthe WFPC2 camera (Holtzman et al.
1995a) and FJ.o = 1.2 x 10- 14 erg cm- 2 s- 1 A- 1 •
2.3. Results
Before the photometric calibration, raw magnitudes were
corrected for interstellar extinction by A(555) = 0.11 and
A(156) = 0.29 mag in F555W and F160BW, respectively
(where 156 nm is the effective wavelength). These extinctions were determined from the analytic expression of Cardelli, Clayton, & Mathis (1988) for A(A.)/A(V) computed with
coefficients from Cardelli, Clayton, & Mathis (1989). The
amount of blue extinction to NGC 205 listed in Burstein &
Heiles (1984) [A(B) = 0.14] was used with equations (4) and
(9). These were applied to obtain photometrically calibrated
fluxes F 555 and F 160 for the nucleus over the aperture.
Further corrections were required for two important
effects associated with the WFPC2 camera (Holtzman et al.
1995b): (1) UV-absorbing contaminants that slowly build
up on the CCD window over several weeks as the chip is
kept at operating temperature (currently -88° C), and (2) a
small amount of flux loss due to a charge transfer problem
with the CCD. The correction for contaminant buildup
depends on the size of the UV component of the light and
the time between observation and the previous decontamination, which is achieved by warming the CCD . The
present observations occurred 8 days following the standard decontamination of 1994 August 27 (Holtzman et al.
1995a). Using equation (1) of Holtzman et al. (1995a) with
the contamination rate for chip 1 given therein, this
amounts to a flux correction by a factor of 1.089 in F160BW
alone. The correction for charge loss during transfer
depends on the location of the nucleus on the chip and
requires compensation by a factor of 1.028 in both filters.
This was derived from the simple correction procedure
given by Holtzman et al. (1995b).
Applying the corrections outlined above gives absolute
flux measures of F 555 = 1.83 x 10- 15 erg cm- 2 s- 1 A- 1
and F 160 = 6.05 x 10- 16 erg cm- 2 s- 1 A - 1 over a 0':273
radius aperture. The flux ratio we measure between these
two wavelengths agrees with that found in the SED compiled by Bertola et al. (1995) for NGC 205 to within "'20%
(Fig. 3). Given the low signal-to-noise ratio of the F160BW
image we have not looked for a color gradient in the
nucleus. By equation (5) we determine the NGC 205 nucleus
to have apparent V magnitude
= 15.77 over the 0':273
aperture.
We estimate from the F555W image that the nucleus
extends at its fullest approximately 7" x 6". Photometry
over an aperture of this size (radius 70 pixels) gives a total
apparent V magnitude of mv = 14.57 (after applying the
corrections). At a distance of 720 kpc (Mould, Kristian, &
DaCosta 1984) this implies a total absolute V magnitude of
Mv = -9.6. This is comparable with the absolute visual

mv

-15
1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

wavelength (J..)

FIG. 3.-Photometry of the nucleus of NGC 205 in F160BW and
F555W (solid circles) compared with the spectral energy distribution (SED)
compiled by Bertola et al. (open squares). The F160BW and F555W fluxes
have been scaled with respect to the SED at 5550 A.

(9)
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magnitudes of the brightest galactic globular clusters in the
catalog ofDjorgovski (1993).
3. NUCLEUS MORPHOLOGY

In determining the core structure, we convolved a model
nucleus with the PSF for the WFPC2 (Krist & Burrows
1995) and applied a x2 minimization technique to find the
best fit to the observational data (over a 0':23 radius
aperture).
We used a model of the modified Hubble form
I(x, y) = Io[1

+

(;oy]-

1
,

(10)

where
(11)
0

and
X= (x- Xc) cos (} + (y- Yc) sin (},

Y=

-(x- Xc) sin (}

+ (y- Yc) cos (},

(12)
(13)

which describes concentric elliptical isophotes of semimajor
and semiminor axes a and b, respectively. Here I 0 is the
peak intensity found at the model center (xc, Yc) and(} is the
angle measured clockwise from the y axis to the semimajor
axis. In fitting the model to the observed data we set r 0 =b.
This modifies the isophote semimajor and semiminor axes
to A= afand B = bf, respectively, where/is an expression
of the isophote intensity such that I= I 0 /(f 2 + 1). At I=
I 0 /2, f = 1 and so we define our FWHM dimensions of the
model as 2a x 2b. In determining a core radius rc we will
use half of the mean FWHM.
The x2 minimization procedure was initiated by minimizing x2 for a, (}, and b individually, rather than for all
three parameters simultaneously. An additional iteration of
the minimization was then performed by varying a (and
hence b) with fixed axis ratio and 9. No model corrections
~ere made for image distortions (Holtzman et al. 1995b),
smce the area covered by the nucleus is small compared to
that ofthe total PC1 chip area.
Previous studies of the core structure of the NGC 205
nucleus have found it to be slightly elongated and barely
resolved with axis ratio q = 0.83 (Bertola et al. 1995). We
find our measurement of q = 0.89 ± 0.06 is close to this.
Our model of best fit uses a = 107 ± 3 mas and b = 95 + 3
m~s. Thus, the I = I 0 /2 isophote has semimajor and se~
mmor axes of A= 107 ± 3 mas (0.37 ± 0.01 pc) and
B = 95 ± 3 mas (0.33 ± 0.01 pc), respectively. We also find
that the nucleus is oriented 160° ± 30° east of north, which
is parallel to the 170° east of north position angle measured
for the galaxy (Nilson 1973) to within the estimated uncertainty. The uncertainties listed here correspond to scatter in
X2 of approximately ± 11% in (} and ± 3% in a and b. The
large uncertainty in the nucleus position angle is due to its
small eccentricity. Figure 4 shows a contour plot of the
model that best fits the NGC 205 nucleus.
The results of the parameter fit give the nucleus a
FWHM of 214 x 190 mas (0.75 x 0.66 pc) and thus a core
radius rc of 100 mas (0.35 pc). This places the nucleus slightly smaller than the average for core radii of galactic globular clusters (catalog of Djorgovski 1993). Figures 5 and 6
show the normalized radial profiles for both the model and

10

20
x (pixels)

30

. Flo: 4.-Contour plot of the nuclear model of best fit (before convolution With the PSF). The contour interval is 485 counts and the data range
between 44 and 4894 counts.

observed nuclei in the F555W filter, as well as that of the
PSF. The value of r 0 is model dependent in the sense that, if
we fit a modified Hubble profile with an outer power of -2
(instead of - 1), r 0 is larger by a factor of almost 2. But the
FWHM of the core (rc) is not greatly changed by such a
model substitution.
We have also performed a formal deconvolution of the
nucleus with 20 Lucy-Richardson iterations to obtain the
major axis profile shown in Figure 7. In Table 1, r is in
arcsec and Jlv in mag arcsec- 2 • The convolution and the
deconvolution are in generally good agreement with the
distinction that the convolution assumes a 'flat core,
whereas the deconvolution deduces rising surface bright1

•

"'
o

o
•

0.1

0.2

raw model
PSF
convolved model·

observation

0.3

0.4

0.5

radius {arcsec)

Flo. 5.-Normalized radial profiles of the model nucleus before convolution (open triangles), point spread function (open squares), model nucleus
after convolution (open circles), and the observed nucleus (solid circles).
Note that these profiles are the plot of all pixels in each image and not a
two-dimensional slice taken in a particular direction. The dashed vertical
line indicates the aperture radius over which x2 was minimized.
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TABLE 1
DECONVOLVED PROFILE

log r

Jlv

;;; -1.8 .. .. .. .
-1.34......
-1.04... .. .
-0.86......
-0.74......
-0.64......
-0.56......
-0.50......
-0.44......
-0.39......
-0.34......
-0.30......
-0.26......
-0.23......
-0.20......
-0.17 ......
-0.14... ...
-0.11......
-0.09......
-0.06......
-0.04... ...
-0.02......
0.00......
0.02......
0.04......
0.06......

12.73
13.01
13.52
13.95
14.41
14.76
15.10
15.49
15.78
15.99
16.23
16.43
16.68
16.96
17.12
17.18
17.28
17.41
17.65
17.72
17.69
17.85
17.95
18.01
18.28
18.17

~
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=
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Iog[radius (arcsec}]
FIG. 6.-same data as that of the previous figure except on a logarithmic scale. The dashed vertical line indicates the aperture radius over which
x2 was minimized.

ness as r goes to zero. At r ~ 0':06 (0.6r c) the slope of the
deconvolved surface brightness power law is y = -0.68.
This may be compared with y ~ -0.4 for the globular
cluster M15 at a similar fraction of its 0.12 pc core radius
(Lauer et al. 1991).
4. DYNAMICAL STATE OF THE NUCLEUS

The central properties of the nucleus are characterized by
10 , which we can compute by integrating equation (10) to
0':273 and equating the result to the mv = 15.77 derived in
§ 2. We find
Jl.o = - 2.5 log I 0 = 12.84 Vmag arcsec- 2

,

corrected for absorption. Following Kormendy & McClure
(1993, hereafter KM93), we analytically deproject the
Hubble profile (their eq. [3]) and integrate it (their eq. [6])
to obtain 3. 7 x 104 Lv 0 pc- 3 within the core. A core mass of
9 x 104 M 0 follows from M/L = 2.35 (Carter & Sadler
1990). The corresponding limit on the mass of a central

.··..
...

(IJ
(/)

ro ~~~--~~~~~~--~~~~~~·~~

0.01

0.1

radius ( arcsec)
FIG. 7.-The major axis profile that results from a formal deconvolution of the nucleus with 20 Lucy-Richardson iterations. The arrow symbol
signifies a central value of the profile.

black hole,
M. ~ 9 x 104 M 0

,

is the second strictest limit in a galaxy to date and second to
M33(KM93).
The core radius and the nuclear velocity dispersion of
Carter & Sadler (1990) also allow us to calculate the relaxation time in the nucleus (Spitzer & Hart 1971):
T,.

~

1

X

107 yr.

A pessimistic estimate of the core collapse time (3301',.) is
significantly less than a Hubble time. Core collapse has
therefore possibly taken place, as it has arguably done in a
number of galactic globular clusters with even shorter relaxation times (Djorgovski 1993).
5. DISCUSSION

In the previous section we briefly discussed the similarity
we find between the NGC 205 nucleus and a bright globular
cluster in terms absolute visual magnitude and possible
dynamical history. Figure 8 shows where the Mv and rc we
measure for NGC 205 lie in the relevant distributions for
the galactic globular clusters listed by Djorgovski (1993). A
detailed comparison of the surface brightness profile of this
nucleus with those of galactic globular clusters is beyond
the scope of this paper, but clearly there are core collapsed
(power-law) clusters with sharper profiles than Figure 7 and
conventional King model clusters, which are flatter. We
also note that both Carter & Sadler (1990) and Peterson &
Caldwell (1993) report a nuclear velocity dispersion of
14-15 km s - l for NGC 205, which is similar to those of the
galactic globular clusters in Pryor & Meylan (1993).
The spectrum of the nucleus taken by Da Costa & Mould
(1988) shows characteristics, in particular strong hydrogen
lines, similar to those seen in the spectra of young globular
clusters in the Magellanic Clouds. As noted by Da Costa &
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FIG. B.-Distributions of the known galactic globular clusters in terms
of (a) absolute visual magnitude My, and (b) logarithm of core radius. The
corresponding values we have measured for the NGC 205 nucleus are
denoted by the dashed lines. Data for the globular clusters were taken from
the catalog ofDjorgovski (1993).

FIG. 9.---(1500 - V) vs. Mg2 line absorption index for galaxies (solid
squares) and globular clusters (open squares) as presented by Dorman et al.
(1995). The data for NGC 205 (solid circle) are derived from the Mg2 index
listed in Burstein et al. (1988) and the F160BW and F555W photometry in
this paper.

Mould (1988), the spectrum of the nucleus is similar to that
of the globular cluster Hubble V also in NGC 205. The
hydrogen line strength of these two objects is more than
twice that of the mean of the other clusters. According to
the models of Worthey (1994) a factor of 2.5 increase in HP
corresponds (at [FejH] = -0.25) to an order of magnitude
younger age.
We can use the aperture-limited photometry of§ 2.3 to
derive a (1500- V) color 12 of 1.20 mag. This agrees with
the value measured by Burstein et al. (1988). Figure 9 shows
a graph of(1500- V) against Mg 2 absorption line strength
index from the data in Dorman, O'Connell, & Rood (1995)
for a number of nearby galaxies and globular clusters. With
a Mg 2 index of O.Q17 ± 0.007 mag (Burstein et al. 1988),
NGC 205 is placed among the globular clusters in this plot,
suggesting that the origin of the hot stellar population in
the nucleus may be the same as it is in globular clusters. The
corresponding metallicity determined from the relation in
Dorman et al. (1995) is [FejH] = -1.44; also typical of the
galactic globular clusters in Dorman et al. (1995), but lower
by 0.6 dex than the mean metallicity found by Mould et al.
(1984) for the stars in an off-center NGC 205 field. However,
it is possible that the value of Mg 2 has been diluted by the
light from young stars at the center of NGC 205. Models by
Dorman et al. (1995) are able to fit the (1500- V) colors of
old clusters; however, these authors also remark that
without an accurate physical prescription for connecting
mass loss to age and abundance the (1500- V) colors
cannot be used to infer these.
Tremaine, Ostriker, & Spitzer (1975) have modeled the
decay of globular cluster orbits due to dynamical friction
(minor modifications of which have been suggested by

White 1976). They define a unit time for orbit decay of
t = rx 2 u/Gm, where rx is the structural length of the galaxy
[=(galaxy core radius)/3], u is the line-of-sight velocity dispersion for the galaxy and m is the mass of the cluster.
Applying this to NGC 205, the nucleus has Mv = -9.6,
which implies an intrinsic luminosity of L = 5.7 x 105 L 0
or a mass of 1.3 x 106 M 0 , (using M/L = 2.35; Carter &
Sadler 1990). 13 Adopting also a halo velocity dispersion of
,...., 50 km s- 1 for the galaxy and core radius 120 pc ( = 35";
Carter & Sadler 1990), then t ,...., 8 x 107 yr. In the models of
Tremaine et al. (1975), clusters with typical energies per unit
mass of several times their u 2 take an order of magnitude
longer than the timescale -r to decay into the core. However,
this is still less than a Hubble time and does not discount
cluster orbit decay as a plausible explanation for the formation of the nucleus.
We have resolved the nucleus of NGC 205 and shown
that it shares the far-ultraviolet upturn measured for NGC
205 by Burstein et al. (1988).
There are a number of possible origins for a structure of
this kind.
1. An old nuclear star cluster approximately coeval with
the formation ofthe galaxy.
2. A star cluster (or clusters) similar to the nine wellstudied globular clusters of NGC 205, whose orbit has
decayed so that it occupies the nuclear location.
3. A cluster formed as the repository of the gas from
generations of ongoing star formation in the galaxy (see,
e.g., Kormendy & Djorgovski 1989; Kormendy & Richstone 1995, and references therein).
4. A cluster whose predominant population is that of the
current burst of star formation in the galaxy.
The strength of the hydrogen lines in the center of NGC
205 does not seem to favor the first or the last hypotheses.
On the one hand the optical spectrum suggests that the
nucleus of NGC 205 is markedly younger than the stellar

12 On 1994 October 19 the nucleus of M32 was observed on the WF3
chip of WFPC2, in the same way as NGC 205. It is a weak source yielding
only0.03 e- s- 1 in a 2 pixel radius aperture. This implies a 1550- V color
4.7 ± 0.2 mag redder than the nucleus of NGC 205. Burstein et al. (1988)
find 1550 - V (M32-N205) = 3.2 mag. M32's FUV flux is therefore weaker
relative to NGC 205 in the nucleus than in the IUE aperture.
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As distinct from their 1~1 core radius measurement for the nucleus.
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population of the halo of the galaxy (Da Costa & Mould
1988; Mould et al. 1984). On the other hand, the optical
spectrum is characteristic of stellar populations whose age
is of order a billion years, rather than the 107 or 108 yr of
the B supergiants of Baade (1951). The first hypothesis
might be saved by postulating a change in the stellar population resulting from core collapse (KM93). The short starstar collision time in the nucleus is likely to favor the
formation of blue stragglers with stronger hydrogen lines
than old main-sequence stars. However, the integrated spectrum of core-collapsed Galactic globular clusters is not
known to be peculiar in this way.
Under the second hypothesis, the origin of the UV upturn
in the nucleus is similar to that of the UV upturn in Galactic
globular clusters, and it is supposed that mass loss processes
in evolved stars are such that the few billion year old simple
stellar population (Renzini & Buzzoni 1986) of the cluster
still produces hot remnants of late-stage evolution. Only a
small sample of Magellanic Cloud clusters is available to
test that proposition (de Boer 1981).
The third hypothesis supposes that the nucleus of NGC
205 has been subject to continuous star formation. The UV
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upturn would then reflect a significant contribution from
young stars. This is the essence of the star formation history
of the model calculated by Bertola et al. (1995). If the
nucleus shares this declining star formation rate plus a
burst, the similarity of the subarcsecond and larger aperture
colors has a natural explanation. More critical observations
would compare the nuclear and off-nuclear colors. Offnuclear measurements would require higher signal-to-noise
observations than we have presented here.
A better understanding of the rich star formation history
of this galaxy and its central star cluster awaits full multicolor observations with WFPC2.
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